the prediction and control of rare events is an important task in disciplines that range from physics and biology, to economics and social science. The Big Jump principle deals with a peculiar aspect of the mechanism that drives rare events. According to the principle, in heavy-tailed processes a rare huge fluctuation is caused by a single event and not by the usual coherent accumulation of small deviations. We consider generalized Lévy walks, a class of stochastic processes with power law distributed step durations and with complex microscopic dynamics in the single stretch. We derive the bulk of the probability distribution and using the big jump principle, the exact form of the tails that describes rare events. We show that the tails of the distribution present non-universal and non-analytic behaviors, which depend crucially on the dynamics of the single step. The big jump estimate also provides a physical explanation of the processes driving the rare events, opening new possibilities for their correct prediction.
Results
The big Jump principle. The big jump principle applies to systems where a rare fluctuation of a stochastic variable is driven by a single extreme event, that we call the big jump. We introduce the principle with the rate approach 15 , an heuristic formulation which allows for an easy extension beyond the standard case of sum of independent and identically distributed random variables. The estimate is based on the splitting of the problem in two parts: the first one leads to the calculation of the jump rate, that is the rate at which the walker makes attempts to perform the big jump. The second part takes into account the dynamical evolution during the big jump.
We consider a dynamical stochastic process with random variables T i drawn from a broad distribution λ t ( ) at times T i ( < T T i j if < i j). The extraction time T i is also a random variable that can depend on t j ( < j i), while in the simple case of the sum of IID we simply have = T i i . We are interested in the "global" stochastic variable R which in general depends on t i in a non trivial way ( > R 0 for the sake of simplicity). We call P R T ( , ) the Probability Density Function (PDF) of measuring R at time T (see Methods for details). We focus on generalized Lévy walks where the event i is a jump, t i is the jump duration and R the particle position. In different stochastic processes, t i and R can have different interpretations (energies, masses...) [33] [34] [35] [36] .
We consider a process where, at large T, P(R, T) can be split in two terms, one related to the central part of the distribution, describing typical values of the final position R, and the other related to the far tail at very large R, driven by rare events: 1 where  T ( ) is the characteristic length of the process and κ T ( ) is a slowly growing function of T (e.g. a logarithmic function). Notice that at large T , P R T ( , ) converges in probability to   − T f R T ( ) ( / ( )) 1 , a function which is significantly different from zero only for values of the final position  κ < R T T ( ) ( ). However, B R T ( , ) describes P R T ( , ) for R T ( ), i.e. at distances much larger than the scaling length of the process. Therefore B R T ( , ) can be relevant in the calculation of higher moments of the distribution
0 ( > q 0), such as the mean square displacement = q 2, since:
Here the first term can be subleading with respect to the second integral for >c , where q c is a critical order of the moments. This means that some moments of the process are influenced by the rare events 30, 32 . B R T ( , ) is precisely the part of the distribution that we want to calculate with the big jump principle. In practice, B R T ( , ) describes the finite time deviations of P R T ( , ) from the bulk scaling function at large R T ( ), and this is what determines the anomalous moments of the distribution.
Since λ t ( ) does not depend on the jumping time, the probability to perform a jump of duration t at time
( ) in the average number of jumps up to time T . As we are considering R T ( ), according to the principle we suppose that the only important process that contributes to B R T ( , ) is the biggest jump and therefore we neglect all the jumps occurring before and after that. We call  | R T t T ( , , ) w the probability that a process, driven by the single jump of duration t starting at T w , takes the walker in R at time ≥ T T w . The big jump principle states that, as for R T ( ) the relevant part of the distribution is B R T ( , ), this can be determined as:
T w w w 0 tot Hence, B R T ( , ) is evaluated by summing over all the paths (t and T w ) that in a single jump bring the process to R at time T . These paths, described by  | R T t T ( , , ) w , can be very complex, as they include all the correlations and non-linearities of the the model. However, since only one stochastic draw is involved, an analytic approach is often feasible (for further details see Methods). Notice that Eq. (3) provides an estimate of B R T ( , ) only for large R, so in general B R T ( , ) can behave as an infinite density 37 ) . Nevertheless, B R T ( , ) provides the correct expression for the asymptotic behavior of the moments 〈 〉 R T ( ) q with large q, since, according to Eq. (2), the factor R q cures the divergence in = R 0. Notice also that the hypothesis that a single big jump contributes to B R T ( , ) is crucial. If in a process it is not possible to reach  > > R T ( ) with a single stochastic event, Eq. (3) does not apply and different approaches must be introduced 38 .
Generalized Lévy walks: microscopic dynamics and the bulk of the distribution. The generalized
Lévy walk 28, 29 is a model of anomalous transport with acceleration and deceleration along the microscopic trajectories, an effect that is often encountered in experiments 25, 26 . In this model, the stochastic variable t i drawn from the broad PDF λ t ( ) i defines the duration of the i-th step so that the draw i occurs at time = ∑ = − T t i j i j 1 1 (T 1 = 0). As a typical example of broad distribution we take a power law λ t 
where ν > 0 and η > 0 are the parameters describing the microscopic motion and the random "velocity" = ± c c i is drawn with probability 1/2 in each step. According to Eq. (5) the step i starts in r T ( ) i and stops in
i 1 which defines the starting point of the + i 1 step. In this framework we call = ν L ct i i the length of the step i.
The generalized Lévy walks correspond to many different types of motions along the steps. If η ν < the walker moves faster at the beginning of the step, then it slows down. Conversely, for η ν > the motion starts at slow speed, then it speeds up (see Fig. 1 ). In particular, for η = 0 we recover the so called step-first dynamics 21 , where the particle reaches instantaneously + ν r T c t ( ) i ii at time T i then it waits a time t i before the following step. On the other hand, for η = ∞ this is the wait-first dynamics 21 , with the walker waiting a time t i in r T ( ) i then suddenly moving to + ν r T c t ( ) i ii just before the next step. The case η ν = = 1 corresponds to standard Lévy walks 19 , which presents ballistic motion along the steps, while the case η ν = has been studied recently in detail in 39 , where the distribution of the rare events has been evaluated using a moment resummation technique.
2 2 2 the average square length of a jump; 〈 〉 t is finite for α > 1, 〈 〉 L 2 is finite for α ν > 2 . Since at the end of the jump the length = ν L ct i i is independent of η, one can expect naively, as in standard transport theories, that the statistical properties of R will be η independent. However, for heavy-tailed processes, the dynamics in the time interval between the last jump and the measurement time are important and hence the final result will be sensitive to η.
Since t i can be arbitrary large, also the generalized velocity ν η − ct i for ν η > is unbounded and the walker can reach arbitrary large distances in an arbitrary small time δ = − t T T i . Conversely, for η ν ≥ , in a time T the walker can reach a maximum distance l T ( ) cone , that we call the light cone of the walker. For ν ≥ 1 the light cone can be reached in a single step and For α ν > 2 and α > 1, the mean duration and the mean square length of the single step are finite so that the scaling function is Gaussian, independently of the value of the exponents α, ν and η, as shown in Fig. 2 panel (a). For α ν < 2 and α > 1 the mean duration of a step is finite but the mean square length is infinite, we are in a super-diffusive regime and ⋅ f ( ) is a Lévy stable function 8, 40 which only depends on the ratio ν α / , as shown in Fig. 2 panel (b) . Notice that in this case the exponent α ν / driving both the scaling length  T ( ) and the distribution ⋅ f ( ) is exactly the exponent that describes the distribution of the jump L whose variance is infinite. For α ν > 2 and α < 1 the mean square length is finite but the mean duration of a step is infinite, and in this case the motion is sub-diffusive and ⋅ f ( ) only depends on α and corresponds to the scaling function of CTRW with infinite waiting time 40 (see Fig. 2 panel (c) ). Finally, Fig. 2 panel (d) shows that for α ν < 2 and α < 1, when the mean square length and the mean duration are both infinite, the scaling function is not universal and depends on the exponents α, ν and η. In particular, the tail of the scaling function for  ν R T / 1 is a pure power law when η ν < and in this case it can be evaluated using the big jump approach (dashed-line).
Generalized Lévy walks and the big Jump: tails and rare events. Let us now derive the tail B R T ( , ) by applying the big jump principle. According to Eq. (3), we have to find the rate of attempts for the big jump, and the form of all the processes that, in a single jump, bring the walker in R T ( ) at time T. We ignore the motion before and after the big jump, as this is the only contribution to the displacement. As shown in Fig. 1 
) w , the walker ends its motion at t so that = ν R cT . Since the big jump principle applies if R T ( ), in this second process we get  = ν ν cT ct R T ( ). By comparing ν with the characteristic exponent of  T ( ) in Eq. (7), we obtain that the path in panel (b) is relevant only for α > 1 and ν > 1/2. On the other hand, in the process of panel (a) for ν η > the walker can reach arbitrary large distances in any fixed time interval − T T w and the process is always relevant. Finally, for ν η ≤ , for both processes in Fig. 1 www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Let us first consider the case α > 1 and ν > 1/2 when both processes in Fig. 1 are relevant. In the SI we show that these processes can be simply encoded into the function  | R T L T ( , , ) w . Moreover since α > 1, the jump rate is constant (
Then we plug p t T ( , ) w tot and the explicit expression for  | R T L T ( , , ) w into the formula (3) so we obtain the explicit scaling form of B R T ( , ):
The scaling length at large distance grows as ν cT . The non universal scaling function F x ( ) can be explicitly evaluated (see SI), it depends on the exponents α, ν and η and it is non-analytic at = x 1. The case η µ = with ν α > 2 has recently been studied in 39 and the far tails of the distribution have been obtained using a moment summation technique. The tail of standard Lévy walks η ν = = 1 has been discusses within various approaches 37, 41 .
In Fig. 3, panels (a,b) , for α > 1 and ν > 1/2, we plot the far tail of P R T ( , ) as a function of ν R cT /( ) and compare the analytic predictions with finite time simulations. In the long time limit, the densities fully agree with the big jump formalism. We remark that we used the same data of panels (a,b) in Fig. (2) introducing only a different scaling procedure. In particular, the figure shows the singularities in the distribution when = ν R cT /( ) 1 and the different behaviors when ν η > , ν η = and ν η < respectively. In the case α > 1, ν < 1/2 and η ν < only the first process in Fig. 1 allows to reach distances larger than  T ( ). Moreover since α > 1 and 〈 〉 t is finite we have λ = 〈〉 p t T t t ( , ) ( )/ w tot . So we obtain (see SI):
1 0 1 Also for α < 1 and η ν < only the process in panel (a) provides a contribution. For α < 1, the average duration of a step is infinite and the jump rate is not constant. In particular, the jump rate decays with time as
0 (the numerical constant α C depends on α only). So we obtain (see SI): 
1 where α D depends on α only. Since for ν R T cT ( ) , no characteristic length is present in the system, Eqs. ( 1 ) . Figure 4 , panels (a,b), shows that, for α > 1, ν < 1/2 and for α < 1, ν α < /2, Eqs. (9) and (10) well describe the distributions at R T ( ), if η ν < (dashed-lines). In the regime, α < 1, ν α > /2, η ν < Fig. 2, panel (d) , shows that the tail in Eq. (10) perfectly matches the short distance scaling function. Notice that in this last case Eq. (10) can be rewritten as in Eqs. (6) and (7) i.e. introducing the scaling length  ν T T ( ) and obtaining the same T dependent pre-factor i.e. ~ν
This perfect matching means that for α < 1, ν α > /2 and η ν < , Eq. (6) holds also for R T ( ), however its behavior for R T ( ) can be evaluated with the single big jump approach.
For α < 1, η ν ≥ and η ν ≥ , α > 1 with ν < 1/2 a single process cannot reach a distance larger than  T ( ) and Eq. (3) does not apply. In particular the power law tails in Eqs. (9) and (10) cannot be observed, as shown in Fig. 2,  panel (d) , and in Fig. 4, panels (a,b) . A summary of the scaling for the bulk and the tails in the whole range of exponents is shown in Table 1 . does not apply but the light cone grows much faster than  T ( ). Therefore deviations at large distances are not given by a single process but by the contribution of many steps in the same direction, which is an exponentially suppressed process very difficult to be observed. ) with multiple steps. Clearly these processes are exponentially suppressed, and this means that in the simulations of Fig. 3 panel (a) , for η = 3 we observe events reaching a distance larger than ν cT at time T , but these events become extremely rare when increasing T . When the big jump does not apply, two cases are possible: for α < 1 and ν ≥ 1, the light cone of the walker is determined by a single step, The moments of the distribution. We now study the moments of the distribution of R, which are related to quantities typically measured in experiments. We introduce the exponents γ q ( ) defined as
. If γ q ( ) is not simply proportional to q, this is what is called strongly anomalous diffusion 30, 32 . Here γ q ( ) is evaluated taking into account the dominant term in Eq. (2) in the different regimes of Table 1 . Notice that, for η ν < B R T ( , ) decays at large T as − − α ν η − R 1 , therefore, for α ν η > − q /( ), the second integral in Eq.
(2) and the relevant moments are infinite. In this case, as we show in Figs. 5 and 6 the numerical value of 〈 〉 R T ( ) q depends on the number of realizations N R that we average in the simulation. In particular, 〈 〉 R T ( ) q diverges for → ∞ N R displaying at the same time very large fluctuations.
In Fig. 5 we consider the super-diffusive regime α > 1, ν α > /2 and ν η > where:
Therefore the system displays strong anomalous diffusion 30, 31 . In panel (a) of Fig. 5 we plot 〈 〉 R T ( ) q and we show that when 〈 〉 R T ( ) q diverges, the results indeed depend on the number of realizations N R we use to obtain the average. In panel (b) we plot the function γ q ( ) and we show that far away from the critical value, where preasymptotic effects are expected to be stronger, simulations displays a nice agreements with theoretical values in Eq. (11).
In Fig. 6, panels (a,b) , we consider α > 1 and ν < 1/2. For η ν < analytical calculations of Eq.
(2) gives
On the other hand, for η ν ≥ we get γ =( ) /2 for any values of q and strong anomalous diffusion is not present. We remark that this is a general feature of the regimes where the big jump cannot be applied and the far tail are exponentially suppressed. Figure 6 confirms that simulations fit analytical predictions and that in the divergent regime the average moments depends on the number of dynamical realizations in the average process.
In general, therefore, the big jump approach via Eq. (2) is an effective tool for the calculations of anomalous exponents. Moreover, strong anomalous diffusion seems to be a general feature for systems where the big jump approach provides a significant contribution to the tail of P R T ( , ). Table 1 . A summary of the scaling behavior of bulk and tails for the PDF P R T ( , ) when α > 1 and when 1 α < .
Discussion
The single big jump principle provides an interesting and effective insight on the origin of rare events in heavytailed processes. The principle allows both for a physical interpretation of the mechanism that drives large fluctuations and also for a direct tool for calculation. In practice, it works as soon as we deal with a process where only one event contributes to the far tail, that is when only one jump takes our physical quantity R to a value that is well beyond the scaling length of the process. While derived within a heuristic scheme, the principle in the rate approach appears to be extremely effective in predicting the form of the tails, leaving an open question for a rigorous derivation.
We have here applied the principle to derive the exact form of the tail of the distribution in a class of generalized Lévy walks, a stochastic process that models anomalous transport in the presence of complex dynamics in the single step taken by the walker, which is subject to acceleration and deceleration effects. The dynamics in the steps give rise to a variety of shapes and behaviors for the PDF, summarized in Table 1 . Interestingly, the single step dynamics is shown to strongly influence the form of the tail. We are therefore in a situation where, while the bulk of the distribution feature the usual universality properties of central limit theorems, the tail is sensitive to the detail of the single step dynamics, because the single step is what drives the rare events.
The big jump approach and the rate calculation can be applied well beyond the Lévy walk models considered in this paper and well beyond quantities that represent random walkers, sums of steps and particle positions. Our result opens new possibilities to use rare events to obtain information on the microscopic dynamics and to have a 
The theoretical result is well fitted but strong pre-asymptotic effects are present close to transitions points between the different regimes.
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(2020) 10:2732 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-59187-w www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ fresh look on real datasets of single trajectories in systems exhibiting heavy tails statistics. In particular, we expect the generalized Lévy walk to be largely applicable to all settings where deceleration and acceleration effects are relevant along the microscopic trajectories, like in contamination spreading and in complex active transport in the cell 26, 42 .
An open point is to deal with processes where single rare events provide non trivial contribution to the distribution also at shorter distances 38 , as it happens in the case of the standard Lévy walk for α < 1. The extension of the results to higher dimensions 43 is also an open question.
Methods
Consider a stochastic process where the variables t i ( = … i 1, 2, ) are drawn from the distribution λ t ( ) at times T i with < T T i j if < i j. The time T i is, in general, a stochastic variable which can depend, according to the model, also on the draws occurring before T i , i.e. on … − t t , , i 1 1 . A general expression for the PDF to measure the quantity R at time T is:
i is the probability of measuring R at time T given the sequence of random variables t { } i . Equation (12) is very general and it is suitable to describe processes with complex dynamical correlations, with F | R T t ( , { }) i being a highly non trivial function 13, 15, 17 . We first discuss the explicit form of F | R T x ( , { }) i for the generalized Lévy walk 28, 29 . We notice that only the first n steps with < < + T T T n n1 provides a contribution to the process, so we can rewrite 
